
Barry’s
The History of Barry’s

James Chipperfield brought his family 
to Ireland in the years just preceding 
the First World War.  He was a member 
of the famous Chipperfield family best 
remembered for their large circuses in 
the latter half of the 20th century but 
with a history as showmen possibly 
dating back to the late 1600’s. 

They arrived as part of Heckenberg’s 
Circus (the name was changed to 
Chadwick’s Circus around the start of 
the war due to anything with a German 
sounding name being unpopular in the 
United Kingdom). The family remained 
with this circus for a couple of seasons 
and during 1915 it toured widely, 
including performances in Portrush. 

Several stories exist as to why James 
changed the family name to Barry. It 
has been suggested that the name 
was on a lorry purchased by him to 
transport the family’s belongings, 
that he felt Chipperfield to  be too 
“English” and difficult to pronounce 
correctly and also that it was part 
of an agreement with the rest of the 
Chipperfield family when James 
parted company from them to set out 
on his own. 

To add further to the confusion James 
almost always used the forename 
Ernest in Ireland. By 1923 the Barry 
family were operating their own circus, 
then advertised as a Hippodrome, 
from a base at Dromore in County 
Down. Ernest and his wife Louisa had 
five daughters who were all multi-
talented and performed a variety of 
roles in the circus including acrobats, 

musicians, male impersonators, 
trapeze artists and wire-walkers. 
During the years leading up to revolt, 
home rule and civil war in Ireland, 
Barry’s appear to have prospered, 
possibly because they had no 
opposition from English circuses who 
tended to be afraid of visiting and 
touring Ireland at this time.

In the early 1920’s the Barry family 
began to diversify into rides, 
fairground sideshows and animal 
menageries and their fame and the 
size of the enterprise increased rapidly. 
Much of their business at this time 
was in Bangor, Newcastle and Belfast 
but Ernest had his sights set on other 
venues. In 1925 he enquired about a 
site for a switchback in Portrush but 
his bid for “the hobby-horse pitch” at 
Lansdowne was unsuccessful. 

Above: Portrush Railway Station 
and Town Hall with Barry’s travelling 
amusements in background on the 
Pleasure Grounds – c.1930

In 1926 Ernest was the highest bidder 
and set up for the first time in Portrush. 
In 1927 his bid for the hobby-horse 
pitch was again unsuccessful but on 
20th January that year he managed 
to lease the Pleasure Grounds from 
the railway company for a period of 
three years. This gave Ernest security of 
tenure and a most desirable location 
with stairs leading directly down 
from the railway station at which 
holidaymakers would arrive. 

Above: Portrush Railway Station 
and Town Hall with Barry’s travelling 
amusements in background on the 
Pleasure Grounds – c.1933. Note the 
Viennese Wheel and Over-the-Top 
rides.

During this time and throughout 
the period up to 1938 Barry’s were a 
seasonal attraction which arrived 
and set up on site around Eastertime, 
closed and departed in September 
each year. Permanent structures to 
house the amusements only began 
to appear in the late 1930’s and the 
building we know today evolved from 
these. Barry’s Amusements now had a 
permanent home in Portrush although 
it still continues, to this day, to operate 
on a seasonal basis.

Rides and Attractions

The range of rides, sideshows and 
entertainments which Barry’s provided 
over the years is huge and certainly 
too large to be described in any detail 
here. However, a few highlights are 
worth mentioning.

Water Dodgems

In 1933 Water Dodgems were a popular 
attraction. These were small boats 
seating two people, manufactured as 
Rytecraft the tradename of a British 
company based in London, which 
floated in a tank approximately 100 
feet long filled with water to a depth 

POPULAR PORTRUSH
Portrush has a busy social calendar and has been a very popular spot for visitors over the years. Popular places in Portrush 
include Barry’s Amusements and those amazing beaches. Popular events include the Raft Race, Pirates Off Portrush Parade 
and Heritage Fair and the world famous bike race, the North West 200. Since people have been flocking here for years to have 
a sunny day at the seaside, hospitality businesses have flourished. Let’s take a look at what makes Portrush such a  
hot destination.
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of around 3 feet. The boats were 
electrically powered with a pole 
and “wiper” making contact with an 
electrically charged overhead grid 
and a trailing wire underneath each 
boat making contact with the metal 
tank completing the electrical circuit 
which operated at 110 volts DC. These 
returned each year up to the mid-1940s. 

Dodgem Cars

There were also ordinary dodgem 
cars, of the “Lusse Auto-Skooter” type, 
arguably the best dodgem car ever 
made and manufactured in the USA. 
These would have replaced earlier 
Rytecraft Arflow type dodgems used 
by Barry’s across their various sites. 
Lusse remained in business until 1994. 
A Viennese wheel also appears in 
photographs of this period.

The Ghost Train

From the 1940s to the present day the 
Ghost Train attracted young and old to 
travel through its darkened tunnel on 
an unpredictable route of sharp twists 
and turns with frightening animated 
figures, flashing lights and loud eerie 
noises guaranteed to scare the wits 

out of most people! In 1946 the Water 
Dodgems were replaced by Speedway 
Cars which ran on an oval track. 
These were the first ride that people 
saw when they entered at the front 
of the building and they were a great 
attraction until the 1980’s when they 
were replaced by “The Satellite”.

Helter Skelter

From 1949 a big wheel promoted as 
“Big Eli Wheel” made an appearance 
at the front of Barry’s. Together with 
the colourful Helter Skelter it was a 
landmark in Portrush for many years.  
At night both were brightly illuminated 
with flashing coloured bulbs which 
served as a beacon to attract 
customers.

Peter Pan Railway

The famous Peter Pan railway opened 
in 1950. This was an outdoor attraction 
located on the ground now occupied 
by Kiddieland.  It consisted of 
locomotives carrying four passengers 
which ran through attractive gardens 
on a gently twisting track similar to 
that used for the ghost train. Each 
locomotive had a bell which could be 
rung by the passengers in the front 
seats. In 1953 an attractive Station 
building was added in the same style 
of “Stockbroker Tudor” as the town’s 
railway station. A simple pleasure 
which is fondly remembered by many 
Ulster people today.

Hobby Horses

In 1964 possibly their most iconic ride 
was introduced by Barry’s. This was 
a Gallopers or “Olde Tyme Hobbie 
Horses” which they had purchased 
the previous year in an extremely 
dilapidated state and restored during 
the winter to pristine condition. These 
Gallopers were originally built by 
Robert Tidman in 1892 and are still 
going strong over 120 years later.

The Big Dipper

The first Big Dipper arrived in 1968 
and was officially opened by Dickie 
Henderson, a famous comedian. It was 
located on the site of the present Big 
Dipper which came on site in 2004.

For those seeking a terrifying white-
knuckle ride look no further than 
the “Freak Out” an amazing piece 
of engineering installed in 2004 
which spins, swings and generally 
disorientates you through several 
horizontal, vertical and in-between 
planes at considerable height and 
speed thus creating a considerable 
volume of screams and shouts from 
patrons having the time of their lives.

Live Performances

Probably because of their circus 
background Barry’s for many years 
had an element of live performances 
using animals. In 1936 we read “Betty 
Jackson’s monkeys and dogs are 
also doing well at Barry’s Park. The 
performance is very clean and the 
animals clever.” Also “Professor Ford’s 
flea circus” part of which included a 
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flea pulling a chariot “40 times its body 
weight”. The early 1960’s saw the arrival 
of a gentleman who wrestled with a 
lion and exhibited snakes including a 
26 feet (7.9 metres) long python. Also 
for many years in the middle part of 
the 20th century a troop of Rhesus 
Monkeys resided in Barry’s and were 
used in several different sideshows 
before finally being given to Belfast 
Zoo.

Dancing was introduced into Barry’s 
around 1947 and remained until 
1952. A “ballroom” was constructed 
near the back and adjacent to the 
dodgems track. It had a maple floor 
and could accommodate some 
300 – 400 dancers. The first resident 
band was led by Ernie Mann with 
Harry Blackwood taking over in 1950. 
The resident bands were replaced 
on occasions by some of the top UK 
dance bands on tour. Advertisements 
carry names such as Victor Sylvester, 
Ted Heath, Sid Phillips, Jack Parnell 
and Freddy Randall. There were also 
cabaret appearances by personalities 
of the day such as Lita Rosa, Denis 
Lotus and Dickie Valentine. On 14th 
October 1949 Portrush Yacht Club held 
their Annual Dinner and Presentation of 
Prizes in the Trocadero followed by the 
Annual Dance in Barry’s Ballroom.

Above: Invitation to Portrush Yacht 
Club Annual Dinner and Dance 1949

Barry’s is an iconic part of the history 
and heritage of Portrush and has 
contributed to the prosperity and 
well-being of the town in many ways 
over the years. For those wishing to find 
out more about Barry’s Amusements 
in Portrush and the story of the wider 
Barry family, their amusements, 
circuses and other entertainments the 
book “Fun is our business” by James 
Fairley is thoroughly recommended. 

Discover Portrush wish to thank James 
Fairley for kindly granting permission to 
extract information and material from 
his book for the purpose of preparing 
this article.

Amphitheatre
Pirates Off Portrush

Pirates Off Portrush is “a two-day 
festival with Drama, Dance, Parade, 
Music, Heritage Fair, Artisan Market 
and Have-a-go Games” held in 
Portrush every year in July.  

It is themed around the historical figure 
of Tavish Dhu . Usually held on the first 
weekend after the schools close for 
their summer holidays the event is free 
and attracts large crowds of locals 
and visitors on both days.

The first day, Saturday, comprises 
a drama during which Tavish Dhu 
and his motley crew of pirates try 
to re-capture their stolen treasure, 
steal someone else’s treasure, defeat 
Vikings or Orientals invading Portrush 
or overcome other “bad guys” causing 
mayhem in the process! 

The action takes place in The 
Amphitheatre on Kerr Street and in 
Antrim Gardens on Main Street with 

a large carnival parade acting as 
a chase scene from one site to the 
other. A battle usually ensues in Antrim 
Gardens and the victors parade the 
losers back to The Amphitheatre.  
Then, for the final act the losers are 
punished, usually by being made to 
walk the plank. The drama is supported 
by on site entertainment, side shows 
and charity stalls throughout the day. 

Sunday is another family fun day with 
a Heritage Fair in Antrim Gardens 
including concert and jazz bands, an 
artisan market, have-a-go games and 
sideshows, craft displays, historical 
exhibitions and much, much more. 
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Kerr Street Green
Raft Race 

The Portrush Raft Race started with the 
dreams of ‘two Johns’- John Scott who 
was closely connected to the Portrush 
RNLI station and John McNally who 
owned the Harbour Bar in Portrush. 
They were inspired by the raft race 
held by the Oban Lifeboat Ladies Guild 
to raise funds for their volunteers. 

The first raft race was held in Portrush 
on Saturday 29th May 1982 and 39 rafts 
were entered for the race. Dunluce 
School Bushmills boys’ raft ‘Big Berta’ 
raised the most funds of £600 and 
had an all-girls raft. The designs 
ranged from practical to spectacular 
(one designed as the Quinquireme of 
Nineveh, complete with galley slaves, 
a skeleton, shark and albatross.) The 
winning raft was the conveniently 
named ‘Portrush Flyer’. Overall, the 
event proved very popular and widely 
publicised thanks to its sponsorship by 
Guinness and raised over £3000 . 

Above: 1997 Raft Race

The Raft Race continues today as a 
weekend of events and fundraisers for 
the RNLI services in Portrush, which are 
vital considering it takes £6,600 for a 
single lifeboat launch . The weekend 
includes lifeboat tours, a junior raft 
race, beach volleyball, kayaking, 
paddle boarding, music, stalls, games 
and a display by the RNLI to show how 
all aspects of the RNLI come together 
to save a life at sea.

The event is organised by a large team 
of volunteers who are passionate 
about the work of the RNLI. The Raft 
Race Committee are committed to the 
family-focus of the event and many 
local businesses and institutions take 
part in the race. 

The actual race consists of the 
participants standing at the water’s 
age and sprinting up the beach to 
the promenade to collect their rafts 
before carrying it back to the water 
and rafting around the harbour wall to 
the finishing line by the RNLI lifeboat 
station. A popular local event, the 
weekend is focused on both fun and 
funds as part of a valuable effort to 
support the important local volunteers. 

Harbour
Food and Drink  

As Northern Ireland’s premier holiday 
resort and a dormitory town for the 
nearby Ulster University campus at 
Coleraine, it is not surprising that 
Portrush has a wide range of excellent 
cafes and restaurants catering to all 
tastes and budgets.

Ramore

The largest dining venue in Portrush is 
undoubtably the Ramore Restaurants 
complex of restaurants situated above 
the harbour.   There is a different 
restaurant on each of its four floors 
and with two additional restaurants 
in “Neptune and Prawn” across the 
harbour on Kerr Street.  This was 
previously the Imperial Bar and before 
that the Neptune Hotel.  The Harbour 
Bistro is the sixth and it is beside the 
Harbour Bar.  Each restaurant has a 
different theme. 

All six are very popular with locals and 
those from further afield, becoming 
a major attraction of the North Coast 
due to the affordability and range 
of their highly renowned dishes and 
drinks. 

The restaurant themes vary greatly. 
Basalt on the top floor of the main 
building has a Spanish theme with 
open dining, with the Tourist on the 
ground floor of the restaurant having 
a Mexican theme. Neptune and Prawn 
specialise with Asian cuisine options 
while the Harbour Bistro is wood-
grilled, and the Mermaid offers local 
seafood specialties. The Wine Bar 
offers popular dishes and is popular 
for their pizzas and desserts. 
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The Adelphi Restaurant is part of 
the four-star Adelphi Hotel, and their 
restaurant is an award-winning 
experience filled with local ingredients 
and favourites. They cater to many 
different dietary requirements and 
have a full separate menu for Coeliac 
options and their chefs design their 
meals around local tastes and 
flavours.

The Portrush Atlantic Hotel also has 
a restaurant available to the public, 
including their award-winning ‘Burger 
Factory’, announcing in 2019 that their 
head chef, Nigel Steele, had won the 
Unilever Food Solutions Country Range 
Group, Best Burger competition with 
CRG & Hellmann’s. The only Irishman to 
make it to the finals, his creations are 
a must-try!

55 Degrees North, named for Portrush’s 
Global positioning in terms of latitude  
includes a café, restaurant and bar 
offering a range of foods. Owned 
and run locally since 2005 it includes 
a fantastic view over The Arcadia 
and “Ladies Bathing Place” as well as 
the Skerries and is a popular tourist 
attraction for that reason alone. 

The large Craigvara House nearby, 
one of the earlier houses in Portrush, is 
now a guesthouse and is listed as a B2 
Historic Building. 

Ocho Tapas Bistro features popular 
Spanish cuisine and tapas. It is an 
atmospheric restaurant with small 
dishes shared among a table in 
popular Spanish fashion. Spanish 
Omelette, Patatas Bravas and Squid 
are among the many options on offer. 

The typical seaside-meal of ‘Fish-n-
chips’ has a long history in Portrush. 
Rudi’s was a popular chip shop in the 
1980s and 1990s, situated where ‘Mr 
Chips’ diner and takeaway now stands.

Chequers in Dunluce Avenue and at 
the Hillcrest complex on Coleraine 
Road also follow in the “Fish ‘n chips” 
tradition but have an extensive menu 
of other “fast foods”. 

The Italian Forte family came to 
Portrush in the early part of the 20th 
Century and soon made it their 
home, with their restaurant in the 
Catherwood Arcade and Café and 
takeaway beside the Majestic Cinema 
(now Kiwis Brew Bar & The Playhouse) 
with the generous portions of fried 
foods soon becoming iconic in a 
seaside trip to Portrush.

The Forte family also operated the 
Teas and Ices café between the 
West Strand and harbour which is 
now Babushka. It was a popular café 
converted from an older café building, 
with ice-cream and drinks and was 
memorably destroyed twice in two 
storms within 20 years. The second 
storm was in 1986 and completely tore 
most of the building into the sea. Now, 
it is a quaint and high-quality coffee 
shop with relaxing coastal views and a 
local reputation for excellent coffee.

Indian Ocean is an Indian takeaway 
on Dunluce Avenue in Portrush, offering 
a wide range of Indian dishes and 
takeaways. Their donner kebabs and 
korma are their most popular dishes 
and they also offer many tasty dishes 
such as tikka masala, curries, pakoras, 
samosas and tandoori dishes.
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Wing Hong on Eglinton Street is 
Chinese takeaway which offers sit-in 
and takeaway options. They have a 
large selection of traditional Chinese 
meals such as Chinese Omelettes, 
Chow Mein, Chop Suey and Duck, 
Chicken, Pork, King Prawn, Beef and 
Vegetable options from different 
regions and recipes in China with 
traditional sauces such as Pekinese, 
Szechuan and Kung Po. 

Bob & Bert’s is a locally owned café 
chain which began in Portstewart in 
2013 and quickly grew to expand to 
20 stores in Scotland and Northern 
Ireland in 2020. The family is based 
in Portrush and is dedicated to 
supporting local causes, helping with 
organisation and sponsoring the 
annual Bob & Bert’s North Coast 5k and 
10k runs which raise money for Sports 
Academy George, which uses sport, 
mentorship and education to help 
underprivileged areas in South Africa .

Tom Tom’s Bakery on the corner of 
Causeway Street and Craig Vara 
Terrace is a small, family-owned 
bakery which sells both savoury and 
sweet fresh baked goods daily, with 
a fresh cup of coffee and friendly 
service.

Sweet shops are a standard sight in 
every holiday town, and Portrush has 
many shops which sell confectionaries 
and sweets. Of note, “Portrush Toys 
& Souvenirs” on Eglinton Street and 
“Sweets & Treats” on Main Street, 
which sell modern sweets as well as 
traditional Sticks of Portrush Rock and 
other old favourites, such as boiled 
sweets and toffees. A Stick of Rock is 
a traditional British sweet associated 
with seaside holiday resorts, each one 
having an individual design, usually 
the name of the resort, which goes 
straight through the cylindrical sweet 
of sugar candy and hard aerated 
toffee centre. 

Ice-cream is another classic seaside 
treat, both in the past and today. 
Today, our sweet tooth is satisfied by 
Morelli’s in Portrush on Eglinton Street 
(who started off in ice-cream carts 
before establishing their first shop in 
Portstewart). 

Morelli’s first shop in Portrush was the 
Savoy Café on the corner of Eglinton 
Street and Dunluce Avenue and was 
so popular that the location became 
known locally as “Morelli’s Corner”.
as well as other small vendors and 
shops around the town. Residents 
will remember Forte’s ice-cream shop 
which was another shop owned by the 
Forte family and popular with everyone 
who visited. They offered a large range 
of flavours and sundaes such as the 
Knickerbocker Glory, Peach Melba and 
Banana Split for only 30p-40p each! 
You have to pay a bit more than that 
for a Knickerbocker Glory now!

Main Street  
(Antrim Gardens)
Tavish Dhu

Tavish Dhu (also known as Black Tom) 
was a Scottish privateer (or pirate) 
who wreaked havoc against English 
sailors in the Irish Sea during the 1300s, 
sometimes on behalf of Robert the 
Bruce, the Scottish King but mostly on 
his own behalf. 

Tavish helped Robert Bruce to capture 
the Isle of Man from Edward II and 
then supported his brother Edward 
Bruce’s attempt to become King of 
Ireland. In May 1315 he brought a 
fleet of 6,000 men to Olderfleet (near 
Larne) and is also believed to have 
assisted the Scottish troops when they 
were camped at Coleraine, bringing 
them across the River Bann to safety 
when they were threatened by the 
advancing army of the Earl of Ulster. It 
was during this time that he also seized 
four English ships bringing valuable 
supplies to the Earl of Ulster when he 
intercepted them off Portrush in his 
most notorious act and sailed them up 
the River Bann to Edward Bruce. 

Tavish had a ruthless reputation and 
was described as “the scum of the 
sea” and “a cruel pirate”. He shocked 
Edward II when he raided Holyhead in 
Wales and sailed off with a merchant 
ship and rich cargo. The King ordered 
his finest captains to find and destroy 
Tavish. On 2nd July 1317, Tavish was 
eventually captured following a sea 
battle in which 40 of his crew members 
died. He was executed and his head 
was sent to Dublin as a defiant show 
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of triumph. Without Tavish, Bruce soon 
lost his hold over the Irish Sea and his 
armies were defeated in Ireland. 

As for Tavish, his treasures are said to 
be buried on the Skerries guarded by 
his ghost and the ghosts of his crew. 
Every year, Pirates off Portrush put on 
displays and re-enact the legends of 
Tavish Dhu and his crew where Tavish 
will save Portrush from a terrible fate. 
The plays are usually performed at the 
amphitheatre and include other Irish 
legends and mythological creatures 
such as the Leprechauns . Some 
believe that Dhuvarren and Island 
Dubh of the Skerries are named after 
the pirate .

Arcadia
Ladies Bathing Place & the 
Arcadia Past and Present  

The Victorians discovered and talked 
a lot about the health advantages of 
sea air and sea-water bathing during 
the later years of the 19th Century. 
Even much later, in 1929, the Portrush 
Urban District Council was telling 
everyone about the virtues of the 
summer Atlantic breezes – “provide a 
pure and bracing atmosphere which 
is wonderfully invigorating and far-
famed as the best of tonics”.  

A small sheltered beach on the East 
side of the Portrush Peninsula became 
popular with ladies and children and 
in time became known as “The Ladies 
Bathing Place”. In Victorian times, they 
did not encourage mixed bathing so 
gentlemen had to find other locations 
such as the Blue Pool for their bathing. 

Early photographs from c1890 show a 
mixture of rudimentary bathing boxes 
on the adjacent rock area with steps 
leading down directly into the water. 
Even with the virtually full cover of a 
Victorian Ladies’ Bathing Costume it 
was not the done thing to be seen in 
the open between your bathing box 
and the water; especially not by men!

The adjacent area, with its promenade 
and grass lawns was popular with 
many people.  Early photographs 
show tents which may have been for 
religious meetings or perhaps for a 
small Pierrott show both of which were 
regular activities at this time.

The promenade linking the area to 
Bath Terrace was designed, financed 
and supervised by Miss Rebecca 
Rice of Strandmore House as a relief 
scheme for local fishermen during 
fishing seasons in the latter part of the 
19th century.

By the turn of the century the 
popularity of the Ladies Bathing Place 
necessitated the provision of better 
facilities which were provided in due 
course by Messrs Robert Chalmers, 
a local businessman and Town 
Councillor and Mr Campbell.  They 
were joint proprietors of “Campbell & 
Chalmers, The Corner Shop” Grocers 
and Provision Merchants on Main 
Street, Portrush. 

Their new shop replaced the early 
wooden kiosks and provided 
confectionery, refreshments, souvenirs 
and other beach side essentials. The 
sign on the shop invited us to purchase 
genuine Cailler’s Swiss Chocolate 
which, they claimed, was the best-
selling chocolate in the world.  

By 1912 the upsurge in business 
required larger premises and again 
Messrs Chalmers & Campbell were 
there to provide for the needs of 
holidaymakers.  A new two storey 
shop with single storey side extension 
was provided in which there was a 
fine café.  In good weather customers 
could partake of their repast on the 
roof balcony.  This was also used for 
evening tea dances which might 
feature entertainment such as 
Madame Levantes’ Ladies Orchestra. 
A concrete breakwater and sun-deck 
were also constructed at this time. 

By 1926 the name “Arcadia” had 
appeared on the café and shop and 
the café had acquired a roofed upper 
storey with the lower storey being 
remodelled to match.

This upper storey contained a small 
ballroom with a stage at the seaward 
end and was used for tea dances 
and other functions for many years.  
Several kiosks were still provided 
beside the Arcadia probably providing 
deckchairs and other beach goods 
and bathing boxes were still available 
to the rear with direct access to the 
beach and the sea. 
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A nearby feature was the cast iron 
fountain on the lawn beside the 
Arcadia Café which was a gift to the 
town from King George the Fifth and 
remained in place until the 1960s when 
it was broken up and removed by the 
local council.

Early photographs show Pierrot Shows, 
such as “Dan Derry’s Cadets” and 
“Billy Keene’s Pierrot Party”, an Outdoor 
Theatre and religious events taking 
place around the Arcadia and on the 
adjacent promenade.  

Photographs from 1938 show that 
additional promenade had been 
constructed and a sea water 
swimming or paddling pool provided 
for the public. This would later be 
converted into the much-loved 
Children’s Paddling Pool of the 1950s, 
60s & 70s. By 1952 the area was being 
developed as a “Mediterranean Lido” 
with refreshment kiosk, seating and 
umbrella covered tables.

In 1953, under the new ownership of Mr 
Bert Blundell, an entrepreneur from 
Bournemouth England, proprietor 
of an amusement arcade on Main 
Street (now Jingles), the Arcadia was 
expanded with the addition of a  
large ballroom.

During the 1950s and early 1960s 
the main attraction in the “New 
Arcadia Ballroom” was the original 
Irish Showband – “Dave Glover and 
His Orchestra”. Dave later added a 
20 minute cabaret section into the 
orchestra’s repertoire and changed 
their name to the “Dave Glover 
Showband”. Crowds were drawn in 
from all over Ireland and further afield 
to dance the night away. It became 
known throughout the country as “The 
Ballroom of Romance”. 

Major Orchestras such as the Joe Loss 
Orchestra appeared there during the 
1950s & 1960s together with several 
pop groups and artistes in the 1960s & 
1970s. The Stranglers performed at the 
Arcadia and were supported by The 
Undertones, a week before the release 
of their epic hit single “Teenage Kicks”.

Along the frontage of the new Ballroom 
were kiosks renting deckchairs, selling 
ice cream, candy floss, sweets and hot 
& cold drinks. The Arcadia Ballroom 
was never licensed to sell alcoholic 
drinks and this may have hastened its 
demise as a popular nightspot when 
competition from licensed discos 
arose in the 1970s and 1980s. It had a 
short life as an amusement arcade 
and snooker hall but was eventually 
forced to close in the 1990s and the 
ballroom has been demolished.  
It re-opened as a café and art gallery 
in 2000. 

The café is popular in summer due to 
its views and the attached enclosed 
children’s beach play area, with water 
play, fountains, slides and climbing 
structures which are separate from 
the main beach. The art gallery is used 
to promote local artists and displays, 
whilst also being used to host a variety 
of classes on yoga, crafts and dance.
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Beaches  

Portrush grew to be the popular tourist 
resort town it is today through its two 
sandy beaches- West or Mill Strand 
and East or Curran Strand leading 
to the White Rocks. From Portrush’s 
first settlement, the sea has been the 
centre of life whether it be fishing, the 
use of the port for travel & commerce, 
the study of the wildlife and fossils, 
water sports or entertainment. The 
spectacular setting of the grassy sand 
dunes, long beaches and crashing 
waves make it one of the most popular 
beach locations. 

Beaches are usually found in sheltered 
bays between two headlands. 
Portrush is therefore a prime location 
for beaches due to it being a 
peninsula. The beaches are built up 
as constructive waves (gently sloping 
waves whose ‘swash’ (forwards push) 
is stronger than their ‘backwash’ 
(backwards pull)) lose energy as they 
hit the land and deposit the material 
they are carrying,  leaving us with 
beaches of the sand which has been 
eroded off cliffs and other rocks, or 
even transported by the waves from 
other beaches to end up in Portrush. 

The West or Mill Strand is the smaller 
beach of the two and joins the harbour 
to the Black Rocks on the West side 
of the town while the East or Curran 
Strand is the larger beach connecting 
the peninsula to the White Rocks. 

Both beaches have full amenities 
such as toilets, disabled access 
and dogs allowed on the beaches 
(with restrictions during the summer 
months). Horses are also commonly 
seen being ridden along the East 
Strand, with access for riders via the 
White Rocks carpark.   

Lifeguards 

Both of Portrush’s beaches are 
lifeguarded daily during the summer 
and at intervals during other holidays, 
bank holidays and weekends 
throughout the year. The team work  
to ensure all the swimmers, surfers  
and holidaymakers can safely enjoy 
the waters. 

To be a RNLI lifeguard is an important 
responsibility, so applicants must 
qualify through training and testing. 
Lifeguards must be able to swim 200m 
in 3 ½ minutes, 400m in 7 ½ minutes, a 
25m underwater with a 25m surface 
swim in under 50 seconds and a 200m 
beach run in under 40 seconds.

Metropole
North West 200

The North West 200 is a motorcycle 
race which takes place on the roads 
between Portstewart, Coleraine and 
Portrush. The name comes from the 
location of the originally proposed 
course near the city of Londonderry 
in the North West of Ulster and the 
200 miles which the early competitors 
were expected to race. The name stuck 
despite the relocation to the North 
Coast. 

The first race took place on 20th April 
1929, when the racers raced on the 
public roads for 18 laps starting at 
Magherabuoy Crossroads outside 
Portrush. The riders started at timed 
intervals and only eight of the 31 riders 
completed the race! 

Over the years, the North West 200 has 
become the biggest sporting event in 
Ireland with over 100,000 spectators 
crowding along the racetrack. In 2007, 
around two million people logged on 
from nearly every part of the world 
to watch what has become one of 
the world’s fastest road races, and 
the event is streamed worldwide via 
television and online . 

The race still takes place on public 
roads, but the laps are shorter, and 
each race only has 4-5 laps. It has 
become a week-long festival and 
the riders can practise on the circuit 
before they compete in the two days 
of races. 
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Local riders such as the Dunlop family, 
Alistair Seeley and Philip McCallen 
have achieved success in the North 
West 200 and the spectators who 
watch from all along the course 
are treated to incredible skill and 
spectacle as the riders race on the 
roads at speeds over 200mph!

At the paddocks near Portstewart and 
during events around the circuit during 
race week, spectators are able to meet 
the riders, buy official merchandise, 
visit pop-up markets, view stunt shows, 
view the bikes, the old car parade and 
participate in other public events.

Golf in Portrush
The History of Golf

“Golf is a game whose aim is to hit a 
very small ball into an ever smaller 
hole, with weapons singularly ill 
designed for the purpose” 

Winston S. Churchill

During the Middle Ages many types 
of stick and ball games were played. 
The Dutch game of ‘kolf’ was similar to 
golf except that the ball was aimed at 
targets above ground. The difference 
with the game of golf is that the target 
is a hole in the ground. Scotland is 
credited as the home of golf because 
it was here that the sport evolved into 
the game as we know it today.  

Above: Courtesy of CMS

Golf balls

Golf balls were traditionally made 
from wood with later balls made from 
leather.  These were called ‘featheries’  
and consisted of pieces of leather 
stitched together and stuffed with 
boiled feathers. These were then 
sealed and painted. This was very 
time consuming and made golf balls 
expensive.

 In 1848 a new material called Gutta-
percha was used made from the sap 
of the Sapotaceae tree. It was boiled 
with water and shaped into a ball. 
Gutta-percha balls were less costly 
and quicker to produce. The first 
Gutties were smooth but it was soon 
discovered that marking a ball with a 
pattern would make it go the distance 
by creating less drag.

Above: Courtesy of RPGC

Above: right ball is a smooth Gutty

Hand me my Spoon, Niblick 
or Mashie 

New balls meant new challenges and 
golf clubs had to be adjusted to cope 
with the new balls.  Golf clubs went 
through a series of transformations 
as different woods and metals were 
experimented with. Caddies used to 
carry some peculiarly named clubs 
such as the ‘baffing’ spoon, a type of 
fairway wood.

Golf at the Heart of Portrush

With its wild landscape of linksland, 
Portrush was perfect for golf. The 
Belfast News Letter on Monday April 
2, 1888 reported that there was a new 
green which had been laid at Portrush 
and it was in close proximity to the 
Railway Station. This added to the 
town’s many attractions as a tourist 
destination and the golfer would now 
no longer need to travel across the 
water to play the ancient game.

In May 1888 the first golf club in 
Portrush had its official opening and 
was called ‘The County Golf Club’. 
Members from the Royal Belfast Golf 
Club travelled by train to inaugurate 
the opening of the new golf club. 
Local newspapers reported how local 
residents stared in amazement at 
the golfers as they played the game 
resplendent in their red coats. 

Above: Courtesy of RPGC

Portrush became renowned for its 
‘good golf’. The Triangle was part of the 
original course that lay in the heart of 
Portrush and you can still walk across 
part of this historic section, adjacent 
to the Dunluce Centre. Old Tom Morris, 
legendary golfer and green keeper at 
St. Andrews came to Portrush in 1889 
to play an exhibition match against 
golf professional Alec Day. Morris 
recommended alterations to the 
course and by 1890 an eighteen hole 
course had been laid together with a 9 
hole ladies course.

Historic Landscapes

Harry Colt was a legendary golf course 
designer and was commissioned 
by Royal Portrush to draw up a new 
scheme which was formally opened 
in 1933. Royal Portrush now consisted 
of two courses with the original old 
‘Triangle’ section abandoned. It was 
not until 1942 that the links received the 
names by which we know them today; 
‘The Dunluce Course’ and ‘The ‘Valley 
Course’.
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It was said that Colt had built a 
monument more enduring than brass 
and he was so satisfied with the 
results that he lent his name to the 6th 
hole. Today this historic landscape is 
carefully managed and maintained 
by Royal Portrush to ensure its 
preservation for future generations.

Above: Courtesy of RPGC

Rathmore Golf Club: Built by 
the Players for the Players

The Town or Resident Players had 
been in existence for many years with 
the players known as the Privileged 
Players.  In 1947 with support from 
Royal Portrush a new club was 
formed called Rathmore Golf Club. 
The founding fathers of Rathmore 
had a determination to make the 
game of golf accessible. The Club 
grew in confidence and a site 
was acquired for the building of a 
clubhouse. Members gave their trade 
and expertise voluntarily while others 
donated building materials. The new 
clubhouse was opened in 1953. 

Portrush - A Place of Legends

The legendary Harry Vardon played 
at Royal Portrush against professional 
Alexander ‘Sandy’ Herd in the first 
professional tournament organised in 
Ireland in September 1895. 

Harry Vardon invented a new way of 
holding a golf club called ‘The Vardon 
Grip’, in which the little finger of the 
right hand is rested on top of the index 
finger of the left hand. Today the grip is 
called the ‘Overlapping Grip ‘and is still 
used by golfers today.

The Legend of Fred Daly

Fred Daly was born and raised in 
Portrush. He honed his golf skills as a 
caddie at Royal Portrush and went 
on to win The Open in 1947 at Royal 
Liverpool Golf Club, Hoylake. Accepting 
the Claret Jug he said in his lilting 
Antrim accent:” I hope the change of 
air will help it.” 

Daly also played in the Irish Open in 
1947 at Royal Portrush, just a few days 
after winning the Open. Max Faulkner 
was on the boat with Fred returning 
from Liverpool. Daly had won the Irish 
Open in 1946 and there were high 
hopes for him to win the 1947 Irish Open 
at Royal Portrush. However, he said his 
hand was sore from all the heartfelt 
congratulatory handshakes he had 
received because of winning the Open 
at Liverpool a few days before.  

Above: Courtesy of RPGC

Competitions played at 
Portush

Royal Portrush has hosted more 
than fifty British and Irish national 
championships. Ireland’s first ever 
amateur golf tournament, the Irish 
Open Amateur Championship, took 
place at Portrush in 1892; the first 
professional tournament in 1895; and in 
1951 the coveted Open Championship 
- the only occasion golf’s oldest Major 
has been staged outside Scotland and 
England. It returned for a second time 
in 2019.

Famous Golfers

Many famous golfers have played at 
Royal Portrush, including a legendary 
trio with 24 Major titles, Gary Player, 
Arnold Palmer, and Tom Watson. 
Local heroes of a more recent vintage 
include Graeme McDowell, Darren 
Clarke, and Rory McIlroy. Amongst 
the esteemed lady golfers at Portrush 
were two early winners of the Ladies’ 
British Amateur Championship - May 
Hezlet (1899, 1902 and 1907) and Rhona 
Adair (1900 and 1903).

1951 Open Championship     

Royal Portrush made sporting history 
in the summer of 1951, becoming the 
first golf club outside Scotland and 
England to host the prestigious Open 
Championship. The oldest of golf’s four 
Majors, first played at Prestwick Golf 
Club in 1860, it was the flamboyant 
Englishman Max Faulkner who secured 
the title and coveted Claret Jug 
trophy. Son of golf professional Gus 
Faulkner, he finished two shots clear of 
Argentinian Antonio Cerda, with local 
hero Fred Daly in a tie for fourth, and 
defending champion Bobby Locke, 
chasing his third title in succession, 
eight shots back in a share for sixth. 
The 1951 Open was also significant as it 
marked the debuts of future five-time 
Open champion Peter Thomson, 1960 
Open winner Kel Nagle (both from 
Australia), and legendary Irishman, 
Christy O’Connor Snr.
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Above: Courtesy of RPGC

The North Of Ireland  

The North of Ireland Amateur Open 
Championship has been played 
annually at Royal Portrush since 1947. 
One of four leading Irish provincial 
golf championships, players compete 
for the Harriman Cup, donated by 
American millionaire Herbert Harriman. 
The New Yorker’s third wife Sally Hunter 
was a Red Cross nurse from Northern 
Ireland who treated him following 
injuries sustained fighting for the 
American Expeditionary Force during 
WWI. The couple moved to Aghadowey 

(15-miles inland from Portrush) and 
Harriman, who joined Royal Portrush, 
offered the club a choice of two 
trophies. One was a replica of the 
US Amateur Championship trophy 
he won in 1899, but the club, rather 
bizarrely, went for the second cup. 
Leading professionals who have won 
The North of Ireland include Darren 
Clarke and Shane Lowry, although 
the list who have tried and failed is 
equally impressive with both Padraig 
Harrington and Paul McGinley 
(who each lost two finals), Graeme 
McDowell, and Rory McIlroy, who shot 
a course record 61 in the North as a 
16-year-old, failing to get their hands 
on the silverware. The most successful 
player in the tournament’s history is 
Garth McGimpsey with five wins.

The Senior Open 
Championship 

The Senior Open Championship 
(originally known as The Senior British 
Open) has been staged at Royal 
Portrush on six occasions. Run by the 
R&A, the same body that organises The 
Open, it is a professional tournament 
for players aged 50 and over. First 
played on the Causeway Coast in 
1995, it was won by Max Faulkner’s 
son-in-law Brian Barnes, with the 1951 
Open champion watching from the 
wings on an emotional first visit back 
to Portrush. Barnes retained the title in 
1996. The ’95 Senior British Open entry 
list also numbered a legendary duo 
with 16 Major titles, Arnold Palmer and 
Gary Player, plus the first left-handed 
golfer to win The Open, New Zealander 
Bob Charles. South African Player 
went on to win the 1997 tournament 
at Portrush, the last of his Senior 
Major titles. Other notable names to 
have teed it up in the ‘Senior’ at Royal 
Portrush include eight-times Major 
winner Tom Watson, former US Open 
winner Tom Kite, and the first African-
American to play at The Masters 
in Augusta, Lee Elder. Former Ryder 
Cup stars also include Brian Huggett 
(winner in 1998), Spaniards Antonio 
Garrido and Jose Maria Canizares, 
and celebrated uncle and nephew 
Christy O’Connor Snr and Christy 
O’Connor Jnr, the latter a popular 
Senior champion on the Dunluce Links 
in 1999. 

British Amateur Champions   

In 2012 Portrush was able to boast 
having both the men’s and ladies’ 
British Amateur champion. Alan 
Dunbar from Rathmore Golf Club 
beat Austrian and current European 
Tour professional Matthias Schwab in 
the final at Royal Troon in Scotland, 
becoming only the seventh player 
from the Emerald Isle to win The 
Amateur Championship since the 
tournament’s inception back in 1885. 
He followed in the footsteps of Royal 
Portrush member Garth McGimpsey, 
amateur champion in 1985, again on 
Scottish soil at Royal Dornoch. The 
British Ladies Amateur Championship 
began in 1893, with renowned Royal 
Portrush pair May Hezlet and Rhona 
Adair winning five titles in a golden 
era from 1899 until 1907. More than 
seven decades would pass, however, 
before another member of Royal 
Portrush would take top honours. 
Born and raised in Portstewart, but 
a member of Royal Portrush from 
the age of ten, Maureen Madill beat 
Jane Lock 2&1 in the 1979 final at 
Nairn Golf Club. Now a prominent on 
course television analyst, Madill was 
one of the first to congratulate Royal 
Portrush’s Stephanie Meadow in 2012 
when she joined Alan Dunbar as British 
amateur champion. McGimpsey, 
Madill, and Dunbar won their British 
titles on Scottish links, and not to buck 
the trend, Meadow, currently plying 
her trade on LPGA Tour, beat Spain’s 
Rocio Sanchez Lobato in the final at 
Carnoustie Golf Club in Angus.
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2012 Irish Open  

The 2012 Irish Open at Royal Portrush 
was the first time the County Antrim 
venue had hosted the Emerald Isle’s 
premier professional tournament 
for 65-years. Englishman Charles 
Whitcombe, one of three brothers to 
win the Irish Open, tasted success at 
Portrush in 1930, Bert Gadd triumphed 
in ’37, and Harry ‘The Brad’ Bradshaw 
in 1947. The 2012 Irish Open was 
noteworthy for being the first and 
only sell-out event in European Tour 
history, spectators flocking in their 
thousands to cheer on local heroes 
Rory McIlroy, Graeme McDowell, 
Darren Clarke, and popular former 
North of Ireland competitors Padraig 
Harrington, Paul McGinley, and Shane 
Lowry. However, it was a Welshman 
Jamie Donaldson who emerged as the 
surprise winner. Playing in what was 
his 255th European Tour event, this was 
his first ever victory. Elevating him into 
the world’s top 50, that win in Portrush 
proved the catalyst for a purple patch 
in Donaldson’s career, the highlight a 
stunning wedge shot that clinched the 
2014 Ryder Cup for GB&I at Gleneagles. 

RETURN OF THE OPEN 2019 

After what seemed like decades of 
speculation, it was announced in June 
2014 that the Open Championship 
would return to Royal Portrush. 
Following the traumatic years of The 
Troubles in Northern Ireland, when the 
club had to battle for its very survival 
due to lack of visitor numbers and 
income, the Dunluce Links was once 
again on the rota and earmarked for 
the 148th Open Championship in July 
2019. A combination of factors played 
a part in the Open’s return for the first 
time since Max Faulkner’s win in 1951. 

A more stable political climate, the 
club’s ambitious approach, and three 
Major wins by Northern golfers in just 
13 months - Graeme McDowell’s US 
Open triumph in 2010, Rory McIlroy the 
following year, and Darren Clarke’s 
unexpected Open heroics at Royal St 
George’s. Coming so soon after the 
highly-successful staging of a sell-out 
Irish Open in 2012, the time was right for 
the R&A to give the green light. 

Sincere thanks to Nina McNeary 
and the Causeway Coast and 
Glens Museum Services for allowing 
reproduction of excerpts from their 
fascinating exhibition on the history of 
golf in Portrush.
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